This paper discusses a rational methodology to evaluate dose rate at the boundary of the interim storage facility using two methods; 1) a method taking into account``shade eŠect'' which represents the self-shielding eŠect of interim storage containers, 2) utilization of a newly developed simpliˆed code. It was proved that the method of the shade eŠect is applicable to the secondary gamma-ray, which dominates approximately 50 of the total eŠective dose rate. Thus, the eŠective dose rate attributed to the secondary gamma-ray depends on both the number of containers in the facility and the shade coe‹cient which represents the factor of the shade eŠect. Using this shade coe‹cient, the dose rate was estimated for the facility that stored 8 or 16 containers around the boundary of the facility and the results were consistent with that of the Monte Carlo calculation. In the present study, a simple neutron transport code, MCNP-ANISN_W, was newly developed aiming at the simpliˆcation of large-scale calculation. The results of the dose rate agreed well with that of the Monte Carlo calculation. The results of the present study show that the simple evaluation technique and the code developed in this study would be useful for the evaluation of dose rate around the boundary of the interim storage facility.
ORIGEN library -PUD50 Fig. 2 Fuel arrangement in a spent-fuel storage cask and setting of peaking factor for spent-fuel assemblies (Fig. 6(c) )から確認できるように，E, SE, S 方向におい Shade eŠect rate is calculated without skyshine contribution. ※The shade eŠect rate was calculated on condition of 100 m away from the 2 units shielding house. The storage cask applied source is explained in Fig. 6(a) . Source condition in the storage cask is in Fig. 2 and Table 1 . Fig. 11 The neutron generation point is decided stochastically from the source region deˆned by MCNP input.
(Neutron energy)
The neutron energy is decided stochastically from the distribution of source spectrum deˆned by MCNP input.
Distance between source and detector By using the geometry data of shielding house and the location of point detector dened by MCNP input, a straight line distance from the neutron generation point in the source region to point detector is calculated.
Modeling
For a straight line distance from the neutron generation point to point detector, the point of intersection of this straight line and the cell boundary is calculated, and material information between each boundary are preserved. Calculation of neutron eŠec-tive dose rate
The neutron dose-rate conversion factor of each energy group is multiplied by the scalar ‰ux in the outermost mesh. 
